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EDITOR'S NOTE

Dear reader,

As the summer waves goodbye and 

crisp air of autumn welcomes us with 

a smile and hope, in an otherwise 

surreal world that surrounds us these 

days, I can’t help but think that autumn is a time when you harvest the

fruits of your hard work and rejoice with your loved ones to celebrate all

what we have. Autumn gives me hope. The amazing creativity and

expression from our talented contributors gives me fodder for hope that

we will remain resilient and that we will take a moment to celebrate

where ever we are and whoever we are with.  

For the past few months, while our lives have been somewhat artificially

limited by boundaries created by a foreign organism that invaded our

world, our creativity knows no bounds. Our voice knows no bounds. Our

love knows no bounds. The diversity amongst us unites us. It’s what is

unique about us. 

As I sit in the confines of my room, I am deeply encouraged by the

freedom of your voice and expression. I am hopeful that this collective

endeavor of ours, The Blissful Pursuit, continues to give us much needed

pathway of surpassing any boundaries that might hold us back.

 Anusha Bansal

Editor, The Blissful Pursuit

Special thanks to 

all the contributors, 

The Writer's Circle, 

The Alliance for Young 

Artists & Writers, 

Interlochen Center 

for the Arts 

for 

continued support 

https://www.blissfulus.org/
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N O N F I C T I O N

       I wake up in the morning and lazily stumble

out of my room into the tiny kitchen of my

townhome with swollen bags under the eyes. The

loud creaks from each stair alert my mother of my

daily awakening. However, she is already hard at

work preparing the first meal of the day. A small

exchange of "good mornings" are made, while I

help my mother serve yogurt. Her veiny, bony,

cracked hands are fast at work, stuffing the rolled-

out Rotis with a concoction of boiled potatoes,

cilantro, red- chili powder, and cumin seeds. In an

instant, this plain flatbread is granted with a

flavorful title-upgrade; a Paratha.

       She places it on the thava; the pan used to

cook this stuffed-bread. Spatulas and tongs are

for amateurs. Effortlessly, my mother flips it with

her bare hands to evenly brown the other side. It's

amazing how most Indian mothers do not burn

themselves doing this. Even after it is served to me,

it remains piping hot for ten minutes. All I can do is

stare at the steam slowly escaping it's pores since

it is meant to be dipped in the yogurt and eaten

with my hands.

       My father comes down after 20 minutes and

joins me, while my mom brings their plates.

However, two additional treats are present next to

their Parathas but absent in mine. Grandma

recently left to return home, leaving us with sweet

treats fresh from the motherland; Kaju Katli made

of cashews, glistening with its thin layer of edible

silver, and ladoos topped with chopped almonds 

and ground pistachios. I often wonder if DNA can make

its own decisions, rather than outcomes having to be

scientifically explained to me. I will always believe that

my genes decided to "rebel" against my ethnic foods,

and granting me the beautiful gift of allergies. It's a

hefty list too, including peanuts, tree nuts, coconut,

shellfish, green peas, chickpeas, and much more. More

conveniently, it is present in most of the traditional

Indian cooking. Allergies are a health concept that is

hard for Indians to understand back in the motherland. I

always eat at the hotel, or my grandmother's home.

Even in America, I sit silently with a bowl of plain rice

when I am at an Indian restaurant with my parents and

their colleagues, only able to smell various curries being

passed around at the table. My relatives often tease me

for this "alien disability", jokingly questioning if I am truly

an Indian.

       I go to school, impatiently waiting for lunchtime.

Once the second period ends (I only have four classes a

day), a herd of freshman and sophomores bolt to the

cafeteria. I toss my backpack on the floor, and aimless

slam an old shopping bag full with a packed lunch on

the table. I quickly remove box full of homemade

alfredo—courtesy of "Chef Mother"—alongside some

leftover beef tacos from the Mexican restaurant my

family and I went to for dinner. Odd combination? Who

cares. Food is food at the end of the day for me. I need

something to fuel my brain for what is left to come. The

conversations with my friends during this brief time of

freedom are more important at the moment.       

       The bell rings, and I immediately run outside to be

greeted with my mother awaiting in her sedan. I would

take the school bus home, but I need to get tutored for

a subject I can never wrap my head around. Within ten

minutes, I am in a Korean neighborhood near my school,

sprinting into the tutoring center for the next hour.

       

Indian? Mexican?
Italian? Korean?

American.
by Natasha Dhanrajani 
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       Imagine scooping delicate bites of sweetened

carrots with your spoon and savoring each

delectably sweet bite. I love the fruity and sweet

flavor of the bright orange carrots. In addition, I like

hearing the satisfying crunchy sound that appears

when I bite on the nuts on the top. This is how I feel

every year when I eat Gajar Halwa every Raksha

Bandhan, a popular Hindu ceremony. Every Raksha

Bandhan, my female cousins, tie a Rakadi on each

of the brothers and exchange gifts. The most

important part of Raksha Bandhan, in my opinion,

has always been the food. During special

occasions such as Raksha Bandhan, my mother has

cooked various foods and taught me to eat them in

a certain way.  

       The food I eat daily is traditional Hindu,

vegetarian cuisine cooked mostly by my mother

and my grandmother. The only animal products I

eat are dairy products, including milk, yogurt, sour

cream, and poultry, which is limited to eggs. I have

decided to be vegetarian so that innocent animals

can live freely and will not be killed for my food

consumption. It is interesting to know that there are

so many varieties of food in the Indian culture that

one can make a unique menu for every day of the

year.  Indian food has different types of food per

every state of India.  We make food from the

various states of India, like Punjabi, South Indian,

Gujarati, and Marathi food items.

       In the Indian culture, there is a wide variety of

foods that are touched with bare hands and then

eaten without a spoon or a fork. Some of these

foods include samosa, naan, and dosa. Many

people would think that this is unhygienic and dirty. 

The Intersection of
Two Cultures in Food

by Jash Patel

       Mother had to go back to work, and my dad

never gets home until 7:00 on easy days. I get

hungry again and realize that I have not eaten my

after school snack. After a three-minute walk, I find

myself in front of my favorite Korean restaurant. It's

family-owned and the wife of the owner is the

humblest lady I have ever met. She is like my

second mother. We exchange greetings in Korean

(obviously I have picked up some of the language

after coming to this neighborhood for half my

week, every week), she smiles and brings me to a

table. Fifteen minutes later, a bowl of jajangmyeon

(자장면: Black Bean Noodles) materializes in front

of me. Once again, I scarf it down faster than it

took to be prepared. The brain is a muscle. After

studying hard, one must feed it well so that it

retains the proper nutrients.

       America has hamburgers, hotdogs, and

brownies. America made these. However, these are

just evolved versions of staple dishes from across

the world. Whether it be the doctored Indian dishes

I eat, to the Korean version of “soul-food”, being

American should not be defined by our accents or

our birth certificates. This country is a mixture of

global influences, whether it be food or cultures.

Being “American” is a culture. We can eat food

from across the world, even if it is not the original.

This is “American.” I am an American.

5

About the Author:  Natasha is a current student at

the Academy of the Holy Angels and lives in New

York. She has received Gold and Silver Key Awards

from Scholastic Awards for her dramatic scripts,

and has been published in multiple volumes of

“Scrawl: Rockland Teens write.”
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This does, however, help you feel the temperature of

the food before eating it. I do believe that eating with

my hands is advantageous most of the time. Some of

the exceptions, however, are foods like the gravy part

of the palak paneer should be eaten with a spoon

because it can get messy. It is also important to wash

hands thoroughly when eating with hands so that no

germs from my hands come on my food.

       Since I go to an American school and live in

America, I have a lot of exposure to American foods as

well. When it comes to food, I can think like an

American and an Indian. I enjoy lunch served in my

school. My parents make the vegetarian stuffing,

potatoes, veggies, and pumpkin pie on Thanksgiving.  

I enjoy this delicious food with family and friends on

Thanksgiving.  We also have barbeque parties at our

house or our friends and family’s houses where there is

a wide variety of food, including delightful American

desserts. Every Saturday, my parents make homemade

pizza from scratch, which is just amazing. This is where

I notice the American part of myself coming out. I also

enjoy other cuisines like Thai, Chinese, and Italian. I

feel that Thai food includes flavors from Indian and

Chinese food. 

       All in all, my culture has a unique and well thought

out way of eating. There are many different food items

to select from. I have been exposed to some fantastic

food selection, and I have enjoyed them with my

friends and family. I have the unique experience of

appreciating foods originating from Indian and

American cultures.

Huo guo, or “fire pot,” (hot pot),  is a three-

hour long affair, maybe even four hours if

there is no time pressure. A large boiling pot of

spices, broth, and stock sit in the middle of the

table, with plenty of raw goodies surrounding

the remaining limited table space. These

delicacies can be nearly anything- dofu yu, a

tan, crispy, savory cube of fish, raw button

mushroom, rolls and rolls of thinly sliced beef,

faux crab meat, tied together seaweed knots.

After placing these foods in the rolling pot, you

wait for it to boil and then clumsily fish them

out with chopsticks, all while inhaling the

aromatic steam that the pot gives off. 

I Love You, Hot Pot
Style 

By Karen Yang
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About the Author: Jash is an 8th grader in

Parsippany, NJ who likes to play tennis, piano and

skiing.
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About the Author: Karen is in 9th grade in West Windsor,

NJ. According to her, "Food has been such a central part

of my identity and has been a kind of communication

means for my family. It’s a way for us to all gather

around the Hot Pot, celebrate, appreciate and really

show our love for each other." Thank you for sharing

Karen!  

       I am Chinese in physical attributes (black hair,

brown eyes) but undeniably American in my

thinking, ideas, and way of living. These two

qualities often clash and I feel stuck in the

middle. Ill fitting in China, “the mainland,” I speak

the language but squint to read the signs. I don’t

understand the “Chinese way of thinking,” fraught

with teachings and a thousand sayings that never 

make any sense. In America, I’m an

underrepresented, unacknowledged population,

awkward attempts at the Fourth of July and

Thanksgiving.

       But crowding around a big, warming cauldron

has allowed me to realize the unique aspects of

Chinese food and cooking and how that relates to

being American. I am a “yin and yang” pot,

delicious separate, but even more flavorful

combined. Chinese and American- but better

Chinese American.

       Chinese food has not only allowed me to

realize an essential part of my identity but helped

me accept the way love is expressed within my

family. Food is the language of love for the

Chinese. We replace “I love you” with “do you

want to eat?”, or “have another bowl of noodles,”

or “eat more, you’re too skinny!” Huo guo

encapsulates this ideal of love, by Mom always

putting the first piece of prepared fish on your

plate. Chinese food is how my relatives have

communicated their affection and a table piled

high with delicacies with huoguo in the middle is

proof that they love me.

There are many ways to “hot pot,” such as a “yin

and yang” pot with one part spicy and another

part savory, or a singular pot portion, for those

eating alone. But there is something sad about

eating hot pot alone--hot pot is meant to be

shared and enjoyed, with the whole family cajoling

each other to eat more.  

        Hot pot is a tedious task with my family--

Kathy, my sister, will steadfastly remain true to her

seaweed knots and refuse to even try anything

deemed “foreign looking.” Occasionally she’ll get

an accidental bite of mushroom and then spit it

out, mangled, and place it on my plate, discreetly

nodding at me to finish it. 

       While the food boils, Mom and Lao Lao, my

grandma, explain what looks raw and what is

cooked. The adults instruct the kids how long

something has to cook, just how they like to share

their many life experiences. Observing the pot and

waiting for everything to boil is another test of

patience- but it is another opportunity for family

bonding. As steam fills the room, we talk and

laugh, gathered around one common table.

Whenever I remember hearing the gurgling of the

hearty metal pot, I recall feeling fortunate and

lucky that I have so much food and so many

people to share it with. And once something is

cooked, Mom always places the first bite of food

on either Kathy’s or my plate. There is a common

idea that children must eat; the adults can wait.

Another selfless act, another demonstration of

love

       Hot Pot and the sharing of a meal around a

large table has always had special place for me.

Despite the welcoming environment I was in, I had

come to terms with being Chinese quite

reluctantly. I had struggled (and still struggle) with

being Chinese. Or rather, Chinese American.
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P O E T R Y

When I was only five years old,

My grandma took me out of the cold.

She opened China Moon’s glass door.

We entered a place that would mean so much more,

Not just where Chinese fare was sold,

But a space where my character would mould.

Nestled between a bakery and salon,

My family restaurant could be in Taiwan.

Red paper lanterns hang from the ceiling

To make the place more appealing.

Once, we argued over tile colors till dawn.

Beige was the color we all settled on.

Mom complains, “How exhausting work is!”

Our China Moon is the toughest biz.

In seventh grade I started helping out, 

And realized what she was talking about.

Tired, I’d sip on a Coke’s satisfying fizz

And worry about my school’s next quiz.

Prank callers leave random addresses. 

Terrible toddlers make maximum messes.

Too much white rice goes to waste. 

“Not to my taste!” Some leave in haste.

But each day and night we return to work,

Forgiving and forgetting each questionable quirk.

Customers stand staring at our storefront,

Contemplating what delicious dishes they want,

But they have no idea what the place means,

Or how my life is different than a normal teen’s

-Serving wonton soup is my wont—

Because my other home is a restaurant.

About the Author: Winnie Chen is a sophomore at South

Brunswich High School in Monmouth junction, NJ. Her family’s

restaurant China Moon, located in Somerset, NJ, is 4 years

older than Winnie is.

My Other Home is a

Restaurant
by Winnie Chen
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A chameleon

I’m white

But I’m brown too

Add saffron

And I’m yellow

Add annatto

And suddenly

I’m red

Yet I can be

Purple 

Even black

A shapeshifter

Oftentimes

I’m short and fat

Yet other times

I stretch long and skinny

Here I bounce big and round

But over there

I shrink

Small

and 

thin

Most times

I’m smooth and dry

But watch out!

I can be sticky

All depends on

How you cook me

If you cook me

Will you cook me?

About the Author: 

Amber is in 9th Grade in Princeton., NJ.

The Rice's Riddle
By Amber Yu 
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All over the news, the coronavirus is being talked about

But all we have to do is wait for this is to fade-out

Right now, while we are home, feeling stuck

It might seem that we are out of luck

With all that’s happening, times may seem tough

But by exploring new activities, staying home will not be

so rough

This can be a time where new opportunities are made

Maybe bake, or cook something homemade

A time where a new language can be learned

Where old hobbies have the chance to return

Connect and bond with your family

Have pleasant talks, play games or watch a movie

Since every day now feels like a Sunday

It is time to turn back, focus and pray

Help out your town any way you can

Making masks, giving charity, or spreading positivity on

Instagram

Or even by giving a thank you letter to the local mailman

Doing these acts of kindness will make you feel like

superman

Before everything seemed so rushed and on fast-forward

Now we can slow things down and be rediscovered

This lockdown gives us a chance to break from daily

routine

To focus on ourselves and boost our self-esteem

Previously, food was constantly being thrown out

Now we realize the value of it without a doubt

So yes, stay home and stay safe

But also be inspired in your commonplace <3

New Opportunities 
By Aliya Laliwala 

About the Author: "I am a

writer, artist, and poet. I

was inspired to write

“New opportunity”

because during this

unprecedented time of

Covid-19, we should not

only take precaution but

look for new

opportunities, be positive,

and make the best of it."

Aliya is in 10th grade in

Fairview, NJ. 
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Author Spotlight: 

Alyssa Laze

Hi! My name is Alyssa Lazé and

I’m part of the class of 2022 at

Northern Highlands Regional High

School. My parents are

immigrants from Albania, so I am

first-generation American.

Besides writing, I love to read,

listen and play music, and act. My

favorite book is  The Book Thief

and my favorite movie is  The

Grand Budapest Hotel . I mainly

write poetry and I take a lot of

inspiration from the mix between

being raised with American

culture and having a family that

immersed me into Albanian

culture. I’ve won a few awards,

such as the 2020 Governor’s

Award, third place from FDU, and

a Gold Key from Scholastic. I

hope you enjoy my pieces!

The Meaning

Behind Our Food
By Alyssa Laze

In my culture, a favorite pastime is to eat.

Not just eat, but devour, savor, make

every last bit count. If you’re in need

of good luck, you buy a lamb for the family and

cook the head. The eye brings you beauty, the

brain intelligence, and the tongue courage. 

You rely on a dead and salted animal to bring

you the fortune that has already been setfor

you. And then, naturally, there’s always bread

on the side of every meal, which no matter how

many times your mother laments about your

weight and carbohydrate intake, will always

remain fresh and toasted as a companion to

the actual dish. You’ll spend days, weeks,

months trying to make  pilafthe same way your

grandma does, but it’s no use, for hers is

always better and you can’t pass that down.

But maybe it’s not something you add. Maybe

the breadwinner husband you should’ve married

will think your  pilafis what keeps you at the

kitchen counter. But maybe if you’re lucky, he’ll

come home just as the water boils for you to

cook him instead.
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132

The heaviest girl on the team, even at a young age

Coaches and gymnasts alike take notice of the curves bulging out of the skintight leotard

Flesh shaking as I dance to the music

Never thin enough for first place 

132

I hear, “Men like curvy girls” but this body is too curvy

Not curvy enough

Not curvy where men want it, where anyone wants it

Not curvy in the right places 

Not right

Not enough

Or too much?  

132

The red number flashes on the scale’s electronic display

The doctor makes a noise as she glances over my chart

“Very good overall, but I’d be satisfied if she could just lose a few pounds”

A shake of the head as she looks my way, my body exposed by the thin standard-issue gown

“You could be so much prettier” she mutters under her breath 

132

My mom doesn’t speak the whole way home

Slams the car door and then there is silence the 

whole

way 

home

When we finally make it

home 

She says, “5’4”, 120 pounds. That’s average. That’s normal. That’s what you should be”

And she shuts her bedroom door behind her, leaving me to contemplate

12 pounds

12 pounds lie between the daughter I am and the daughter she wants

Only 12 pounds

Does it really matter?

132

Eating less and less, at lunch, at dinner

Passing it off to my friends

“I’m just not hungry today” or “I need to study this period”

Ignoring the needs of my body in favor of what I want to hear

Listening to the cruel voices in my head instead of the voices from my body

11
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My mom doesn’t question the changes - she encourages it

“Maybe try this salad for dinner? But no dressing, that has too much fat”

I accept with a tight grimace spreading across my face in mockery of a smile

Trying so hard to be the daughter my mother wants

132

Staring at the scale frustratedly

The number is unchanged

After all that work

All that deprivation

All that fighting and trying and pushing and starving and 

pain 

It is not enough

I am not enough

Will I ever be enough?

Or am I too much? 

132

Pounds of muscle, flesh and bone

Pounds of fat

Pinching skin between my fingers in the mirror

Inspecting cellulite, grabbing fat surrounding my stomach

Pinching skin between my fingers, wishing I could cut it off with some scissors

Never thin enough, never pretty enough, never good enough, never enough

Or too much?

132

Slow progress

Seeing my body in the mirror as a haven, not a prison

Wearing jeans rather than sweatpants

Eating pasta rather than a salad

Letting my body tell me what it needs, rather than telling my body what I want to hearListening for what I

need, not what I believe that I need

Listening for kind voices rather than cruel ones

Listening for the positive instead of the negative 

132

Accepting of the beauty in that number

The beautiful folds of flesh surrounding my muscles and organs, protecting my body, 

keeping me safe 

The beautiful body that I live in 

In a bikini or a sweatshirt

Dancing or sitting, walking or running, crying or laughing

This body is always beautiful

I am enough

About the Author: Melinda Genberg is in Grade 11 and lives in East Hanover, NJ. Melinda's entry 132 has

been awarded the "Creative Expressions Award" by The Blissful Pursuit Editor-in-Chief for putting forth an

entry reflecting perception of food in our society as an issue rather than a blessing and her character's

strength to fight out social pressures and come through stronger. 
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FICTION
LITTLE JOKER BAE STEALS SOVEREIGN EMPEROR’S

YELLOW DIAMOND *AND FAILS*

ACT 1: THE INTRODUCTION

So, little joker bae settled in his pistachio-sized mind that the most extravagant way to brew

revenge is to thieve the sovereign emperor’s yellow diamond. One may assume that little joker

bae feels inclined to steal his great kingship lider’s prized yellow diamond because little joker

bae feels wronged by his majesty. Mayhaps his majesty killed his first unborn child. Or mayhaps

his majesty indulged himself in the most exotic sweets of the continent (Marie Antoinette-style)

while the pauper’s children rotted in the barn of their slavers waiting for some prophet all while

their crusty ribs press behind their skin and their fingers readied themselves to steal buttery

bread from the fat merchant’s boy. Or mayhaps his majesty was a godless tyrant, saying that

anyone who worships an idol or the al-mighty God of Muhammad and Jesus and Abraham and

Moses and Jonah (and  whatever other demonic mud creatures “prophets”)  , he shall be exiled

after his burning.

But, no, the interesting thing is that little joker bae didn’t have salt on whatever constitutional

public works sovereign emperor, his high crowned potentate indulged his land in. His monarch

did not have a toe in the assasination of his parents, the senators, and his brother, the curly red-

head freckled Giovanni (in fact, his majesty had personally attended Giovanni’s visitation and

his queen had cried whilst his majesty put a hand on her cheek). His monarch was not the one

who chained his hands to the pire and whipped him screaming (!)No mercy for the beyond-

reasonable-doubt guilty convict(!) when he had stolen a swine (thieving was wrong, what little

joker bae did was wrong, and he accepted his punishment as rightful). His monarch was a kind

and fat old man who taxed the rich, fed plump, fluffy baker boy’s bread to the poor, and

patched the holes in the tents of the beggars.

Now one may inquire about the morality of little joker bae’s revenge because who would dare

lay a tooth on a pure social worker like his majesty. To which I respond: the revenge that little

joker bae thirsted for was in response to his own actions and sovereign emperor supreme ruler

was merely an unfortunate middleman in the meddling. You see, when joker bae was twelve and

a freshly orphaned pauper, little joker bae could not take the low foster-kid life and ran away

from the foster kids’ stables, leaving Old Geoffrey and his viking wife, Ama, to face the foster

officers and swallow two months in the dungeons of the sovereign emperor for irresponsible

parenting. 
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Meanwhile, little joker bae got away and became a ticket-booth clown for the circus because his

limbs could not twist into any of the acrobatics the grand circus demanded of him. Now little

joker bae was not devastated about the circumstances in which he found himself in, but he was

desperate to send salutations and apologies to Old Geoffrey and Ama for the dungeon time and

the whole bad-foster-parents scandal. So one day he sent a fiend, who introduced himself to

joker bae as an esteemed world-class banker, to Ama and Old Geoffrey on account that this

banker would give Ama and Old Geoffrey his thanks and deliver joker’s repentance money. But

not only did this banker fiend take joker bae’s repentance money into his own pants, but he visited

Ama and Old Geoffrey and thieved their gold and silver and opioids and clothes and left them

and their foster children tied and gagged to the kitchen stove for two days. Worst of all, little

joker bae didn’t hear of the incident until two months after the fact, from a little 20-something

sailor cracking up about a family, old woman and kids and all, gagged and tied and skin naked

besides their kitchen stove for two days.

So, in short, little joker bae was to steal the yellow diamond and ship it to Ama and Old Geoffrey

as the sincerest sorry he could muster for all of their troubles. And then he would figure out a way

to repay the debt to the sovereign emperor whose queen was on her knees in sincere grief over

his brother Giovanni.

ACT 2: THE CATASTROPHE

Morning of the 9th of August, little joker bae left the ticket-booth quarters and ran. He

slaughtered a few pirates hauling single-base smokeless gunpowder and proved himself worthy of

piratehood and thus earned a place atop Francis Bonny’s sails. Francis Bonny convinced himself

that the joker bae was a nice snatch, an exotic fresh member of his crew sailing to the New

World. This ridiculous clown fiend is not amere gunner who floats around whatever state cargo

ship will load him...he must be an experienced first mate of a Jack Sparrow or Davy Jones guy

because who else could so easily decapitate three of his men, one of whom was the son of his

wife and heir to the thousand seas, Francis Barbarossa. Francis Bonny kept whispering this reality

to himself on the foremast like a madman until, about halfway to the capital and one feisty storm

later, Francis Bonny could not bear the death of Francis Barbarossa and feed his murderer silly

whilst he’s in pain and thus he made joker bae walk the plank.

Little joker bae walked Francis Bonny’s plank and immediately drowned, but God’s grace was

upon him because his limp body washed upon a humble monk’s island. The humble monk smacked

the water out of joker bae’s lungs and revived little joker bae. Joker bae had a few gold jakaratas

in his pants and so he pressed them in the hands of the monk and said that he was sincerely

thankful and that he would never be able to repay this debt of a life to him and all that lovey-

dovey heroine mantra stuff. The monk, however, whipped the jakaratas back at little joker bae

and said that everyone’s debt is only to the one merciful just God and that one should not go

after gold jakartas and other devilish worldly riches for these things will never repay one’s debt to

God. This good deed was enough of a down payment on his mansion in heaven and blah blah, all

that prophethood bestowed upon you stuff. Little joker bae said that he was the prince of the

atheists and thus he owed nothing to a fictional deity that he did not believe in. 
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The humble monk would not eat the gold jakaratas, so, in the very questionable hours of the night,

joker bae left the gold jakaratas in the monk’s pillow feeling full and tranquil with the peace that

he evened the debt with the humble monk whom he figured would use the gold jakaratas to

sustain himself.

Joker bae then hopped on a passing rum ship, went to the capital, and promptly decided that it

would be rude to visit Ama and Old Geoffrey without a visitation gift. He thus decided that it was

best to at once venture to the castle of the sovereign emperor supreme ruler and steal the yellow

diamond. He briefly considered rolling to the local pirate cove and finding Francis Bonny and

decapitating the captain for attempted murder, but joker bae figured that Bonny man was just

evening out the debt. Joker bae killed the ol’ captain’s son and his two crew veterans and, in

revenge, Bonny tricked joker bae into his own trap. Technically, since joker bae had survived, this

meant that joker bae owed a life to Francis Bonny in exchange for Francis Barbarossa’s, but if you

doubled the trickery and the week joker bae spent at the humble monk’s island feeling his lungs

cramp and sleeping in seduced dreams of water materializing into a spicy greek god who drowns

him over and over and over again screaming (!)No mercy for the beyond-reasonable-doubt guilty

convict(!), the debt canceled itself over. So he ignored the urge to seek Francis Bonny and went

off to the sovereign emperor’s purple bed.

Joker bae found the sovereign emperor’s palace, bought a sledge hammer from a bunny-looking

boy, and fought his way, very matter-of-fact heroically, into the sovereign emperor’s treasure

cave. He retrieved the yellow diamond and was rolling out when he was ambushed by the king’s

scowling troops who then escorted him to the sovereign emperor and his high throne. The

emperor, upon seeing little joker bae shoved down the high throne hall, at once remembered the

red-headed freckled Giovanni and the mining accident in which he died and his former queen

bent over the lad in tears at the loss of such a young, juicy life.

“Brett Bentley, of all people, you.”

ACT 3: THE RESOLUTION

“You know what, I really owe you one sovereign emperor. You gave me bread, jam, sandals, and a

nice fancy wild west cowboy hat with beaded jewels on it and such. Not to mention your

attending Giovanni’s last show. That was a real act. You’re busy with important stuff and we

never expected you to pull up like you did. Appreciate it bud.”

“Then why this betrayal, Brett? And after what you promised Giovanni on his deathbed too.”

“I’m the hot joker bae for the grand circus in Gath-hepher now. And Giovanni died mysteriously. I

don’t remember much of the actual dying part.”

“Well, ah, Giovanni, my dear boy, loyal statesman, bless him my God, was stampeded over by

scared mine workers after a false security breach alarm. And his lung cancer.”

“He died mysteriously.”

“He died in a mining accident but OKAY. Let’s say he died mysteriously. What’s stealing the yellow

diamond got to do with anything?”

15
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“I have some debts to repay.”

“So you get a job as a nice homemaker boy or a gravedigger and make your own cash and repay

those debts yourself. Not by stealing my yellow diamond.”

“It’s the state’s yellow diamond, sovereign, with all do respect. You don’t own nothin’, not this

diamond or this big ol’ castle or those clothes poking your back. They’re charity from your people

who trust you to do your emperor job.”

“So that it is. The state trusts this yellow diamond to me. It’s mine. And it’s up to me to use it to

repay the state’s debts or to keep as our nation’s crown prize from our voyage in Argharab.”

“That’s nice.”

“Brett, son, sport, I’m going to put you in my dungeon for seven nights and six days and then I’ll let

you go. You’re a nice boy and I know that this was just a one-time teenage-rebellion

misdemeanor. Repent and don’t make me catch you and put you on trial next time.”

“Oh god, please, no. Sir, execute me instead—don’t do this seeing poor Giovanni itching to death

in my eyes. It’s me, joker bae, Brett. I can’t get another yellow diamond for you. And, you like Ama

and Old Geoffrey don’t you?”

“Sure, I respect their foster kid work. But that’s got nothing to do with anything.”

“So many of those kids are in debt to them. Some more than others. A job will not poof away this

debt we have to them.”

“It’s charity. They’re good hearted people helping the unfortunate for the well-being of the future

and-”

“But they have no expectation of us for their charity, no return charity. Other than growing into

adults and leaving at the age of eighteen to live our splendid lives as citizens of this state and all

that yammering.”

“Yes, so?”

“You’re in debt to your God. You can’t repay him. You sin.”

“My God is merciful and He knows that people are imperfect. While I do my best, that is enough

for my God. I know it.”

“You don’t know your master. And what about the allies that help your state? And all the help of

your first queen, how sweet she was to you. And your sons and their military stunts and the honor

they bring. And your daughters and the beauty they toil for.”
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“It’s not a one-way debt. I help them too.”

Joker bae smashed the yellow diamond with his sledge hammer. The sovereign emperor shot up

from his mulberry silk cushions and cried.

“Now why would you do that, Brett, you joker!”

“The yellow diamond is no more. You have it easy, sovereign emperor, your highness. Debts are

expected of you, two ways. You can show it as duty for you, but, this all, is a special kind of hell

for me. I can’t take a cookie from no one without feeling like a beggar.”

“Brett, listen here, if you think that this is a prince way to repay Geoffrey and Ama, you best get a

psychiatric check-up and a slipper or two.”

“I owe a ton to the circus too. And even that damn Francis Bonny and his first mates and his crew.

Hell, I owe the shoe cleaner and that scraggly old man who fixed up a boo boo for me. And that

monk! I almost drowned on the ship ride here and an old monk fixed me up great and wouldn’t

take a coin for it. And if your God happens to be real, throw him to the pool party too!”

A girl then strolled into the high throne hall, excused herself for the sudden intrusion, and then

announced to the sovereign emperor that she will be departing shortly.

“Please, at least take the sweets with you,” the sovereign emperor said, “You have a long journey

ahead of you. And you didn’t taste the things from my palace, not last night nor this morning. You

must at least finger the sweets.”

“I really should be minding my diet,” the girl said, “and with that small heart condition I was telling

you about, I say that you enjoy them.”

“Alright. But you must get a taste of my queen’s blessed cheesy apple pie one day.” “I already

have, sovereign. When I was six, plenty of times.”

“See,” joker bae said, “The cycle is irreversible. This is to say that I do not understand Katniss

Everdeen and her motivation with the boy with the bread and that one time incident thing

because her mom, her Gale macho, her sister, all of them gave her bread and I personally can’t

decide who gave me the most bread and how come I pay some back some bread and not other

bread and now without the yellow diamond that I just destroyed! OMG.” 

The girl and the sovereign emperor blinked and breathed and swallowed.
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“Gaisen,” the sovereign then said, “take Brett to my dungeon please, as I promised. Though I

should try him for treason, he will be released after six days and seven nights, my favor. And give

him bread and water. The boy looks famished.”

Joker bae walked over to the sovereign emperor and a troop shoved him away with a stick, but

the sovereign emperor lifted his thumb and commanded the troop to scurry away. The joker bae

looked woke.

“Sovereign emperor, thank you, and debt your life, at least it’s a reminder you’re still livin’ and

matter.”
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Fenghuang Love
By Audrey Sun

       Every summer Hu Fei traveled over

thousands of kilometers from Shanghai to

Fenghuang to divorce his wife, Jie Mei. He

journeyed by boat, by train, and then finally,

he spent the last 200 kilometers by foot.

For the first ten days of May each year, Jie

Mei would wait at the entrance of

Fenghuang for her husband. She would

wake before even the roosters had a chance

to scream and wait at the creaking gate

from dusk until dawn, with nothing but a

small burlap bag. Inside the bag was an

apple for her husband and a book for her

leisure. She would move between the same

three spots each day: the lone haystack in

front of the gate, the feeble wooden chair

behind the gate, and a spot in the fields

surrounded by flowers. She was always in

one of those spots when Hu Fei arrived, and

the moment she saw him, she would leap up

and run to welcome him.

      Each year was the same: Hu Fei would

have a speech prepared for Jie Mei, and an

even longer one for the village council. The

speech was different each year, depending

on how arduous the trek was and how much

money he made that year. But in all versions,

he made sure to tell her he was sorry, and

that she was the fiercest and strongest

woman he had ever known. He would

practice the speech over and over on his

journey, until he had it memorized, and the

paper became a crumpled yellow thing in

his pocket. But then he would see Jie Mei,

hunched over a book at the creaking gate,

and he would fall in love again.
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       By the end of each summer, Hu

Fei would be in love with Jie Mei and

her patience, her calm, her quiet wit.

He would love how she moved about

the house, so graceful, every step

practiced just for him. When the time

would come for Hu Fei to leave for

Shanghai again, he would kiss her on

the forehead and say, “Until next year,

my love.” And Jie Mei would smile, and

for the rest of the year, wait

contentedly for her husband to return.

       One summer, Jie Mei waited at

the entrance of the village for fifteen

days. On the fifteenth day, a lone

figure headed towards her on the

dusty road. Jie Mei’s heart skipped a

beat, but as she studied the man she

noticed something was off. His gait

was slow, his shoulders hunched, so

different from her husband’s proud

posture, and his feet shuffled, so

different from her husband’s long,

confident stride.

       Jie Mei knew even before the man

reached her. When he told her her

husband had died on his voyage back

to Fenghuang, she dropped her bag,

fell to the ground, and wept. The

apple rolled out of her bag and down

the hill, leaving the man to gaze after

it.
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       It was at Hu Fei’s funeral that she met her

husband’s other wife, the one he kept with him

in Shanghai. It was there that she learned her

husband traveled to Fenghuang every year, not

because he loved her, but because he wanted

to leave her. It was there that she learned her

husband had children, two little boys and a

beautiful girl.

       His other wife was the one who arranged

for Jie Mei to travel to Shanghai for Hu Fei’s

funeral. She contacted her under a pseudonym

to keep Jie Mei from realizing who she was and

kept up a correspondence with her for the

entire journey without Jie Mei knowing. And

when she arrived at the port on the cloudy

September morning, she was greeted by the

Shanghai wife and a stack of crumpled, yellow

papers.

       She stayed at Hu Fei’s Shanghai home, with

his Shanghai wife and his Shanghai children,

having nowhere else to go. “He would have

wanted you to know the truth,” the Shanghai

wife told Jie Mei as she took the first piece of

paper and read Hu Fei’s divorce speech to her.

Jie Mei allowed her to read the first paper, but

when the wife reached to grab the second

paper, Jie Mei touched her arm and quietly

asked the Shanghai wife to leave. The woman

looked at her, her eyebrows raised slightly, but

she agreed and left the room - and kept the

door cracked open. It was only then that Jie Mei

allowed herself to cry, silent tears streaming

down her face as she sat alone on the fluffed

up bed surrounded by thirty-four different

speeches.

The children never talked to Jie Mei - she

remained in the small, enclosed room until the

boat came - and when she left there was no

one to send her off.
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She was accompanied to the dock only

by the rickshaw driver, who chased after

her because she had forgotten to pay

him. And when she handed over the

money, the man left, sprinting ahead

and leaving her alone again.

She walked to the deck of the ship and

paused to look around, desperately

trying to reconcile the image she saw

with the city Hu Fei had described while

lying in their bed. For all his rants about

how beautiful and glamorous Shanghai

was, he seemed to have forgotten to

tell her how soggy and miserable it

could be.

       Jie Mei was in tears the entire trip

from Shanghai to Fenghuang, crying in

the ship cabin, in the back of a

carriage, and in the lonely tent she set

up along the fields when there was no

ship or carriage for her to rest in. She

had no one to talk to but herself, and all

she would talk about was Hu Fei. She

did not stop until she reached the town

gate, and when she looked upon it, her

face was dry and her eyes were clear.

       She stared at the haystack, the

wooden chair, and the fields peppered

with flowers. She remembered how she

would see her husband each year from

those spots, and how handsome and tall

he was, and how his eyes crinkled

whenever he saw her. She remembered

how he would open his arms out wide

the moment he saw her, waiting for her

to leap into them. And she remembered

how after he set her down, he would

reach into his pocket, as if he had

forgotten something.
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       Every year it was the same, but Jie

Mei never asked, never wondered, why

he would reach into his pocket. But as

she stood in front of the gate, her

shoulder dragged down by the thirty-

four papers in her bag, Jie Mei knew

what, exactly, was crumpled in Hu Fei’s

pants. She pulled the papers out as she

walked over to the wooden chair and

sat down, but as she peered at her

husband’s neat scrawl, she could not

bring herself to read them again. She

closed her eyes and remembered the

expression on the Shanghai wife’s face

when she handed her the papers, a

mixture of anger and sadness, and the

door that was left slightly ajar during

her entire stay. 

She remembered the way the Shanghai

wife’s voice shook when she said

goodbye, the way that she pressed her

lips together as if she wanted to say

something, but never did. Jie Mei

opened her eyes, and for a brief

moment, saw the face of her husband

as he emerged behind the haystack,

ready to spend another summer with

her. 

Then she blinked, and he was gone, and

the only bit of him that remained were

the words scribbled on the papers in

front of her.
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They circled around it so the other students wouldn’t

see. Otis, Lucy, and Reggie so close their shoulders

were interlocking. The brightness of it’s silver outside

was seducing them to open it up. Otis said not it and

Reggie shook his head. Lucy was the brave one out of

the three and reached towards it; the boys held their

breath. Only her fingertips touched it, wrapping

around the tubular shape over the faded black letters

that read “long lasting”. 

There was a pop! 

The silver broke in half and a pointed red stick stared

back at them.

Otis fainted. 

Reggie said, “Hell no!” 

Lucy was silent not by choice but by pure enchantment

of its power; in utter lust to wear it.
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OPINION

The Role of Food

       Food is a key component in our day to day life. Colors, textures, and appearances, all seemingly

different and attributed to one particular holiday or occasion. Places around the world, known for certain

dishes originated from the area that they live in. But what makes them so varied? The simple answer is,

“culture”. As humans, we have the ability to worship any god we believe in. We can conduct our own

prayers and rituals. Have certain religiously important foods. Days of the year are made up of an ample

number of reasons for celebration, and all of these present a need for food, whether it may be something

as simple as the regular glass of milk before bed or a gourmet meal cooked by the best for your family’s

Christmas party. But what if we didn’t have multiple cultures and were instead devoted to one uniform

belief system? What if we had no holidays? How would that filter and control what we put into our bodies?

How could all of this revolutionize the food industry? It could change it completely.

What Makes Food So Varied?

       Aspects such as climate, weather, temperatures and rainfall differ from place to place. This in turn

impacts the resources that people have to make their food. Soon, people have an idea of what is healthy

and what is not, the right way to cook a dish and the wrong way to do so. All of this leads up to certain

types of meals (usually the favorites) being branded as a country, state, or city’s speciality or potentially

what they are known for. How does this tie in with culture? Well, as areas around the globe believe in

different gods and goddesses, the beings that they worship heavily influence their culture. For example, if

it is mentioned in an ancient or  religious text that a god eats a certain thing and it gives him/her power

and success, it may then be regarded as holy. Then people come up with different ways to make this,

some even breaking down the ingredients in the recipe. All while another group possibly on the other side

of the world is going through a similar situation.

What If We Were Devoted To One Uniform Belief System?

As mentioned previously, religious beliefs affect culture and food. So, hypothetically, what would happen

if we all worshiped the same god/gods? What if we all shared one belief system? As the origins of many

types of dishes are derived from the entities the people worship, there would be a major decrease in

these. Many of the foods normally found at a table during Thanksgiving and other such holidays would not

exist. But, for the sake of covering all aspects of this question, let’s assume that we still have all the ones

found today. They would still be categorized into cuisines such as  Indian, American, Korean, etc. But not

many of these would be of any cultural importance, as no longer would be of any relation to the history of

many religions and the diversity in them.

Food & Culture: Exploring 2 Topics We See Everyday

By Samaya Vaikkum
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No Holidays?

Holidays serve as advertisements of some sort for food.

They promote meals, so what would happen if they

weren’t there? Well, for one, many dominating foods are

actually only reputed due to how frequently they appear

in the course of  certain holiday seasons. But, what

impact could the loss of holidays have on what we put

into our bodies? Chances of obesity could significantly

decrease. 94 college students participated in a test

conducted in the human body composition laboratory

found in the University of Oklahoma. The body weight of

the students was measured using a balance beam scale,

dressed in minimal clothing prior to the time of

Thanksgiving. To ensure higher chances of accuracy they

were required to fast for 6 hours prior to the test. While

the holiday concluded, they were measured once again.

The outcome? A substantial increase in body weight was

found. Though it may not have been alarming, it could in

the future result in certain health conditions. So, this

weight gain would not occur with the lack of reason for

celebration. Either way, it is the minute details as well

as the larger features that together dominate your body.

A Conclusion.

       Overall, it may be said that though the two may

seem completely different, food and culture depend on

each other. They are closely related and diverse, each

one significant to some other place in the world.

Cultures highlight the types of food, while the food, in

turn represents culture. This displays how food is not

something that you merely put into your body. It is

something much more and should be respected, for

doing this serves as a way of embracing what others

believe in.

Source- AH. Mokdad, MK. Serdula, et al. “The Effect of

the Thanksgiving Holiday on Weight Gain.” Nutrition

Journal, BioMed Central, 1 Jan. 1999,

nutritionj.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/1475-

2891-5-29#:~:text=The holiday season is a,in physical

activity [6].
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When and why did you start writing?

I have always written, since I was a very little girl. I remember writing little four-

line, rhyming poems in a spiral notebook that I kept in my desk drawer when I

was six or seven years old.  I have no idea where that notebook is, but it would be

interesting to read, especially now that I teach children writing.  

Despite my early love of writing, I was also a very serious dancer.  I began my

professional life in dance and always said, “I’ll write when I’m old,” which is

basically what happened. My dance career was waning in my mid-twenties, and I

was working at temporary jobs in New York City between performing gigs.  Often

I was bored, so I’d write to “look busy.” I started with letters to friends, but when

I’d run down my list, I’d write poems or stories.  One story just kept growing and

growing until I realized I was writing a novel.  That’s when I got serious until

eventually I gave up performing to focus on my writing.

Why did you start The Writer Circle?

I started The Writers Circle because of the way I saw my own children being taught to

write in school—in a very restrictive, uncreative way. I remember one third grade

assignment my son had that was quite literally fill-in-the-blanks; it required no

curiosity, no inquiry, no thinking.  Honestly, I was appalled. While I appreciate the

need for structure and modelling, all I could think was This isn’t how a writer works! I

shared my concerns to other parents in the schoolyard who said that their own kids

used to love writing, but after three or four years in elementary school, the joy had

been drummed out of them, that all they felt now was trepidation and uncertainty.

The pressure to follow the instructions, to do it “right,” had made them too paralyzed

to write at all.

I knew that I could fix this, not only because I was a published novelist, but because I

saw my kids playing and pretending all day long.  All I had to do was encourage them

to write down their imaginative games. I taught the first official Writers Circle class to

a handful of neighborhood kids in January 2010. Though I’d been teaching an evening

adult class for several years, I had no idea how this tiny moment of clarity and

consternation would grow into a vital, creative community of writers of all ages!
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What’s the best thing about teaching creative writing to

young minds?

It’s fascinating to observe how imaginative and insightful

kids are, whether they’re in early elementary school or

nearly ready for college.  Kids observe and question from

the very beginning of life. They are open to all

possibilities.  And they really do understand far more than

we give them credit for.  But as we educate them, their

minds are slowly forced closed. They are taught to think in

a particular way, to reason and analyze and organize in

conformity to authorized standards.  These are, of course,

invaluable skills, but in the process, their creative

imaginations are boxed up and tucked away—sometimes,

for some people, forever.

Through teaching creative writing, I’ve tried to encourage

kids to keep their imaginations open and to recognize that

their ideas have great worth.  Sometimes we adults shut

the door to possibility, while kids often have better ideas

than we do.  It’s critical for all of us to hang onto the

unexpected, the unconventional, the exploratory. To

question the infinite realm of possible truths.  As a teacher

of young students, and of students of all ages, that’s what I

try to nourish—to open up to all ideas, and then to learn to

express them as fully and vividly as possible so that others

can experience them, too.

Where have some of your younger students gone off?

One of my very first teen students now has a degree in Screenwriting and is living and

working in Los Angeles.  Several others have landed jobs at publishing houses after college. 

 But just as many have gone in completely different directions.  One student is studying

archaeology at Boston University.  Another is majoring in astrophysics with a creative

writing minor.  I’m sure that combination was met with shocked surprise!

For some Writers Circle students, writing is just one of many talents and interests.  Others

have been serious writers since the day I met them many years ago.  In fact, one teen has

published more frequently and won more awards than most of our adult writers.  And while

I cannot predict whether anyone will become an award-winning writer someday, I do know

that each student’s experience with the creative process has made them more insightful,

intuitive, and disciplined at their craft.  These skills will help them with all sorts of challenges

in the future.
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How do you tackle writer’s block?

I’m not sure I truly believe in “writer’s block.” I prefer to call it “writer’s challenge.”  

We all have moments when the words don’t flow, when we feel that our writing is

terrible, or we don’t know what to write at all.  The trick is to just write. Write

anything, no matter how stupid, boring, or embarrassing.  Just, as I often say in

my classes, “spit on a page.”  The act of spitting out whatever random thoughts

come clears the block and frees the mind. 

Writing random nonsense gives you permission to go down rabbit-holes and

follow deer-paths. Inevitably, you’ll discover something intriguing along the way. 

 The writing one does in these “unblocking” sessions may seem worthless, but

eventually something will catch your attention and, before you know it, you’ll be

so deep in your writing that you won’t be able to stop.  And poof!  You’re on your

way.

What’s your favorite thing about writing? And what is

your least favorite thing?

I love to write because it allows me to explore places

and experiences I would never dare to in real life.

Through writing, I can step into another person’s

shoes. It allows me to question my own perspectives

and values as I explore my characters’ worlds.  It

helps me to confront my fears and work through

troubles in a safe, private place.  Ultimately, of

course, I want to share what I’ve written with others.  

But some writing is very personal and even

therapeutic.  Not everything has to be written with

publication in mind.

My least favorite thing about writing is how much

time it takes to get it right.  In fact, it’s never, ever,

really done.  The French poet Paul Valery wrote: A

poem is never finished, only abandoned. That’s true

of any kind of creative work.  Creating art takes

tremendous work, commitment, emotion, self-

awareness, and attention.  But when a work is

finished—or “abandoned”—to the best of the artist’s

ability, it’s like birth.  It’s a beautiful, worthy labor.
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What gives you the strength to write?

What can you tell us young readers

about the power of writing?

Honestly, sometimes it’s hard to find

the strength to write, especially when

the world is in such a state of

upheaval, as it’s been these last

several months.  Often I have to

force myself to set aside my other

responsibilities and distractions, to

literally carve out an hour or two for

my own creative work.  But writing

gives us the strength and perspective

to move through difficult times, or to

escape them.  Just writing down

thoughts in my journal helps me

cleanse myself of worry and release

the negative moments of my day.  

When I finally get down to truly

creative work—writing short stories

or working on my latest novel—I

escape into my imagination and shut

out the woes all around.  I get to exist

in a world that I have some vague

control over. And that seeps into the

rest of my life.  If I can do it in my

stories, maybe I can gain a measure

of control over—or at least a

measure of compassion for—the

struggles in my tiny corner of the

greater world.

What do you think is the value of writing for

teenagers in diverse situations?

I’ve worked with young people from many

different backgrounds. Each of them struggles

through their teen years in different ways. 

 Whether the issues are cultural, gender related,

economic, psychological, or something else, the

teen years are a time of questioning and

transformation, of shedding the skin of the

child before becoming a full-fledged adult. 

 Writing for oneself—not for publication or

awards or school assignments—is a truly freeing

experience.  I recommend that everyone keep a

journal where you can safely and candidly write

down all your thoughts. Everything you are

going through: a fight with parents, a romantic

breakup, hopes for the future, anger at pre-

college pressure, or the protest march you

attended.  All these are powerful experiences

that deserve recording, at very least so that you

can look back at your journals years later and

see how far you have come.  

I have an entire bin of my old journals in my

basement and I’ve taken them out once in a

while to read and recall.  My own words brings

back memories and emotions that I’d otherwise

have forgotten.  For anyone—little kid, teen,

adult, and especially for anyone planning to

make writing part of their future—keeping a

journal is a cathartic practice.  No one ever has

to read your words.  Honestly, no one should. 

 We all need one place to write that is never,

ever meant to be shared. But through those

early journals, I learned to express myself fully

and honestly. They helped me to open up to

myself. They’ve not only made me a better

writer. They’ve helped me to grow into a better

person.
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Can writing make any impact in real life?  Please give some examples that today’s youth

can relate to.

Absolutely. Writing helps us to understand the world around us and ourselves in

relation to it.  It helps us understand other people’s lives.  I think of Angie Thomas’

powerful young adult novel The Hate U Give, in which she honestly speaks through her

character, a smart African-American girl who straddles two worlds: the upper-crust,

mostly white boarding school she attends and her poor urban neighborhood where she

witnesses her friend’s shooting death at the hands of a police officer.  It’s a book that

every kid and adult should read because it brings home the truth of the Black Lives

Matter movement and the humanity of one teen’s community and loss.  If anyone has

difficulty personally relating to the challenge of the BLM situation, this book

poignantly brings it home. 

But books have been making a difference in real life for generations.  I think of Silent Spring,

Rachel Carson’s classic nonfiction work about DDT’s damaging effect on the natural world,

resulted in the dangerous chemical’s banning.  And novels The Handmaid’s Tale and 1984, which

have both experienced a resurgence long after their first publication because of the way politics

and leadership have shifted in recent years.

Obviously, books aren’t the only place where writing can make a difference. Personal essays, op-

eds, news reporting, stories, and poetry can all change people’s lives. Whether they make readers

aware of issues, help them develop compassion, or make it through a difficult personal time,

writing matters. Best of all, everyone can do it.  We learn to write in the earliest years in school,

and we all have a voice.  We just have to practice and learn our craft, and then find the courage

to share our work in ways that can make an impact, no matter how small.
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Tell us about your published work and what you’re writing right now.

My debut novel, The Thrall’s Tale (Viking/Plume), told the story of three women in

the first Viking Age settlement in 10th century Greenland. It was a Booksense

(IndieBound) Pick, a Borders Original Voices Selection and praised by Pulitzer Prize

winners Geraldine Brooks and Robert Olen Butler. My writing has appeared in

numerous publications, including UP HERE: The North at the Center of the World

published by University of Washington Press, and in magazines and journals as

wide-ranging as Archaeology, Tiferet, Other Voices, and Edible Jersey. My latest

historical novel, Pasture of Heaven is about a nomad woman warrior on the Central

Asian steppes in the 5th century BCE.  

Most recently, I completed a contemporary novel, The Oracle of Avenue D, about a

tarot-reading fortuneteller in New York City.  While my novels are out for

submission and “looking for a home,” I’m at work on several nonfiction projects,

including a middle-grade book about the real Amazon warriors which I’m writing

with Stanford University scholar Adrienne Mayor.  There’s a couple of other

projects, including a book based on some of The Writers Circle’s curricula. Busy

enough? On top of teaching and running our creative writing programs?  But that’s

the life of any creative artist—many pots on the stove because you never know

which one will come to a boil first.

 ~~
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For  creative  writ ing

WWW .BLISSFULUS .ORG  

 One week of full 

scholarship to 

talented writers to 

 writing intensive summer

camps

EL IG IB I L I TY  I S  DETERM INED  BY  THE

ED I TOR - I N -CH IEF  BASED  ON  ENTR IES

RECE IVED  

Blissful Us, our 501(c)3 nonprofit organization’s mission is to share the love for education, STEM, arts

and writing to our youth.  Our mission is to offer scholarships to fresh voices through the medium of

magazine entries.  This was possible due to generous donations from our community, and we look

forward to receiving more donations to create more opportunities. 

“Blissful Us is proud to have funded a full-tuition scholarship for a student attending a Summer

Creative Writing Intensive at The Writer's Circle. The student was selected for the scholarship by The

Writer's Circle and the Alliance for Young Artists & Writers in part for excellence in the

2020 Scholastic Art & Writing Awards.”

Daniel Embree

Director, National Programs

Alliance for Young Artists & Writers

The Blissful Pursuit 
Scholarship

ANNOUNCING

FUNDED  BY  THE  BLISSFUL  US  FOUNDATION
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the blissful pursuit

If you are a student ages 13-24, you are invited to contribute your literary (or artistic) work in

any genre or art for publication in the second volume of The Blissful Pursuit magazine. This is

an online literary magazine with a mission to give voice to today's teens.

THEME: Share your writing and art that can relate to underrepresentation in life, different

fields, discrimination, racial gap, gender gap, diversity,  inaccessibility... Does your

character feel misunderstood or outnumbered? Are you able to portray this type of feeling

using words or art? How might you be able to portray loneliness, standing out from other

people? 

Our themes are completely up to student interpretation, you may use it to any extent!

Following the theme is fully optional but of course, we recommend you try something

new.

Our SECOND collection - Fall 2020   
Theme: underrepresentation & diversity

Global online literary art magazine

Students may submit up to 3 pieces, each piece requires a separate student/parent information form and

release form.

Suggested (non)/fiction/prose length is 250-1000 words, poetry should be up to 50 lines.

Writing should be submitted as either a Microsoft Word or Google Document.

Artwork must be jpg/jpeg/png format, try for high resolution. If artwork is a sculpture or 3D piece, you

may submit pictures of it.

All submissions will be reviewed and organized by our editors.

Email your submissions and parent consent forms at editor@BlissfulUs.org

Submissions will be accepted until December 30, 2020.

CALL FOR ENTRIESCALL FOR ENTRIESCALL FOR ENTRIES

Please contact editor@BlissfulUs.org with any questions or
visit theblissfulpursuit.org for past issues!

@theblissfulpursuit@magazineBlissfulPursuit

https://www.blissfulus.org/
https://www.theblissfulpursuit.org/rules-forms
https://www.instagram.com/theblissfulpursuit
https://www.facebook.com/magazineBlissfulPursuit
http://blissfulus.org/
https://www.theblissfulpursuit.org/
https://www.instagram.com/theblissfulpursuit
https://www.facebook.com/magazineBlissfulPursuit
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Focuses on eliminating food

insecurity & diverse societal

issues, Promotes  arts &

STEM education.

A forum for young voice, arts

and writing!

Publication

Opportunity for 

ages 13-24

@theblissfulpursuit

www.theblissfulpursuit.org

@blissfulus

http://twitter.com/blissfulus
http://instagram.com/theblissfulpursuit
http://www.blissfulus.org/
http://www.theblissfulpursuit.org/


UNDER -
REPRESENTAT ION

&
D IVERS ITY

F A L L  2 0 2 0  T H E M E

C A L L  F O R  E N T R I E S

Share your writing and art
that can relate to

underrepresentation in life, 
diversity in different fields,
discrimination, racial gap,
gender gap, inaccessibility...

@blissfulus

@theblissfulpursuit

www.theblissfulpursuit.org

http://www.theblissfulpursuit.org/
http://www.blissfulus.org/


C A L L  F O R  E N T R I E S

www.theblissfulpursuit.org

Does your character feel
misunderstood or
outnumbered? 

Are you able to portray this
type of feeling using

 words or art?

 How might you be able to
portray loneliness, standing

out from other people?

This theme is up to your
interpretation - take it to any

extent you want!

@blissfulus

@theblissfulpursuit

www.theblissfulpursuit.org

http://www.theblissfulpursuit.org/
http://www.blissfulus.org/
http://www.theblissfulpursuit.org/


V O L U M E  1 ,  I S S U E  2
F O O D  A N D  C U L T U R E

S E P T E M B E R - O C T O B E R   2 0 2 0  

T H I S   P A G E  I S  L E F T  B L A N K  I N T E N T I O N N A L Y .  

https://www.blissfulus.org/
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